Abstract-Device to Device (D2D) communication underlying cellular communication can improve the utilization efficiency of resources, and the cellular user equipment (C-UE) can utilize the rental resources for D2D user equipment (D-UE) to obtain revenue. In 5g communication, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is another promising technology. In this paper, cellular users can choose to apply orthogonal multiple access (OMA) mode or NOMA mode to rent their own resources to get the maximum benefit. We proposed a dual-arm bandit machine model to solve this mode selection game and proved the effectiveness of our scheme through simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 5g communication, user equipment (UE) puts higher requirements on the delay of communication, and D2D communication can be regarded as one of the techniques to solve this problem: it saves a certain time cost compared to cellular communication. However, the introduction of D-UE also causes more complicating interference situations, so radio resource management becomes very important. In addition, with the dramatic increase in the number of access user devices, limited spectrum resources need to be more rationally utilized, and NOMA [1] is considered to improve resource utilization efficiency. Through partial non-orthogonal resource configuration, the same resource can be accessed to more user devices. Although the interference situation is more complicated, the application of reasonable noise cancellation technology can guarantee the quality of service (QoS).
In most research, C-UE provides resources for D-UE for free. In a more realistic situation, this behaviour is paid, and D-UE pays a fee for their resource reuse. [2] studies this problem and records each reuse request as a transaction to the blockchain (BC). In fact, the popular blockchain systems (such as Bitcoin [3] ) rarely suffer from huge security blows, so the technology can indeed be considered safe and reliable. In that paper, the authors assume that all C-UE access the D-UE with sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [4] , but for some C-UEs whose channel conditions are not very good, their resource is limited, and the D-UE reuse their orthogonal resources may be a better choice because it creates less interference and C-UE can access more D-UEs for more revenue.
Therefore, in this paper, we assumed that C-UE can choose its own resource reuse mode: NOMA mode or orthogonal multiple access (OMA) mode. For each C-UE, this could be seen as a dual-armed bandit problem: different models bring different risks and benefits. As far as we know, there are no similar studies.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
As shown in Fig. 1 , we assumed a hybrid network model of cellular communication and D2D communication for a single cell. The system included a base station (BS), a number of C-UEs and D-UEs (each UE was considered to be a node in the blockchain), represented as a set C = {1, 2, · · · , M } and a set D = {1, 2, · · · , N }, respectively. To simplify the model, we ignored the signal between different cells, considered only the communication and interference in this cell.
The base station allocated orthogonal resources to the C-UE, so there was no interference between the C-UE. For each C-UE, it was possible to independently choose to rent its own resources in the NOMA mode or the OMA mode. More DUEs could be accessed in the NOMA mode, but the presence of interference would result in lower rental rates; in OMA mode the rate of the rental was higher, but fewer D-UEs were accessed. Therefore each C-UE faced a mode selection game. In order to maximize the revenue of C-UEs resource renting, the problem was given by,
where T ij is the time at which the D-UE j reuses the resource of the C-UE i. ϕ ij is the rate for this process, and ϕ ij ∈ {ϕ OMA , ϕ NOMA }: ϕ OMA and ϕ NOMA are applied to the OMA and NOMA mode (ϕ OMA = 1 < ϕ NOMA ), respectively. P x is the working power of the UE x. g a,b is the channel gain between a and b, path loss and fading are considered here. D-UE j and D-UE j' are in the same D2D pair. α jk ∈ {0, β} : α jk = β ∈ (0, 1) when D-UE j and D-UE k access the same C-UE in the NOMA mode, otherwise α jk = 0. C1 and C2 satisfy the SINR requirements of every C-UE and D-UE, respectively. N is other noise. For each C-UE, it could choose either OMA mode or NOMA mode, which could be seen as a dual-armed bandit machine problem: one safe but low-revenue arm, another arm gains higher but was risky (damaging its own QoS). The problem could be defined as a Poisson distribution game model
C is a set for players (C-UE); A i is the action for the player, R i (·) is corresponding to the OMA and NOMA modes, respectively. According to [5] , for the t-th time slot, the mode selection of this game was given by,
where ω = r/β, r is a discounted reward, β is an intensity factor and ε is a time step duration. Calculating A i (t) separately, finally a solution A * = {A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A M } could be obtained, and since each C-UE did not interfere with each other, the set of optimal solutions of independent players was the optimal solution of the players set, so the algorithm could reach the Nash equilibrium with the most revenue of the C-UE in this time slot. For the selection of D-UE accessing each C-UE, referred to [2] for more details. Table I , and other parameters are outlined in [2] .
In Fig. 2 , we compare the proposed algorithm with a random mode algorithm and an all NOMA mode algorithm (like [2] ), where η = R/R max ∈ [0, 1]. It can be found that the random mode algorithm has the least revenue, and the proposed algorithm brings the most revenue. For the all NOMA mode scheme, the initial revenue is large, because, at that time, the number of D-UE is small, and the interference introduced by NOMA is also small.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed the mode selection problem of C-UE in D2D communication and cellular communication hybrid networks. We proposed a dual-arm bandit machine scheme to get a Nash equilibrium that maximized C-UEs revenue. The results outlined that the proposed algorithm can obtain greater revenue under the condition of guaranteeing the QoS of C-UE. For future work, power control will be considered to further improve the system resource utilization efficiency.
